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Duality in quantum mechancial wave functions
is manifest through the famous measurement
problem. There have been several interpreta-

tions to explain this duality, but none have seen full
consensus among physicists. The Copenhagen inter-
pretation, which is at least to some extent the most
widely accepted interpretation has the ’collapse’ of
the wave function (or state vector reduction) dur-
ing measurement as a possible narration to circum-
vent the problem of measurement, yet, it does not at-
tribute a physical reality to the wave function. More-
over, the idea of measurement having a role on defin-
ing reality shakes the very foundation of classical
physics. On the other hand, the Many worlds inter-
pretation proposed by Everett is a very brave attempt
to attribute physical significance to the wave func-
tion. Though mathematically sound, ’the splitting
of the universe’ in the Many Worlds Interpretation
lacks realistic and philosophical elegance verging on
challenging the very ’common sense’. We revisit Ev-
erett’s original thought experiment and explore the
loop holes in its arguments, revealing its inconsisten-
cies.

1 Introduction

The Rutherford atomic model proposes that the electron
revolves around the nucleus in elliptical orbits. In the
pre-quantum era it was believed that the electron must
emit light as per the electrodynamics of the system. But
Quantum mechanics shows that the state of the atom
does not change with time, unless there is an external
intervention (with the exception of spontaneous emis-
sion) [1, 2]. When you measure an attribute of the elec-
tron, say a component of the spin in a particular direc-
tion, you get a probability for the electron having that
spin and it will evolve in that state continuously, if you
leave it as it is. Repeat the measurement for say spin in
a different direction and you will get a probability of the
electron lying in that state. Leave it undisturbed, it will
continue to evolve with that state. It is almost akin to say-
ing that the moon exists only when you look at it [22].
This duality has historically resulted in a lot of debates,
that led not just to key understanding of quantum me-
chanics, but which raised questions on the concept of
reality as we perceive it.

There are three major common schools of thought
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when it comes to interpretations of this duality. [3–7] -
the realist, the orthodox and the metaphysical. The real-
ist argument is the classical physicist’s favorite one. The
indeterminacy is due to the presence of a hidden variable
which we are unaware of [3]. In the metaphysical inter-
pretation, this and other quantum paradoxes [17, 38] are
considered to be a consequence of human consciousness
by certain physicists [5, 14–16].

But as per one of the most commonly accepted inter-
pretation(orthodox), the Copenhagen interpretation [7]
where the indeterminacy is due to the measurement. A
quantum state exists in its most general form as a super-
position of several other sub-states and the wave func-
tion ’collapses’ to a particular state when measured. The
probability is a measure of the proportion of the mea-
sured sub-state contained in the ’complete’ state. The
main criticism against CI is that it reduces physical real-
ity into an observer created one, thus smuggling in sub-
jectivity or consciousness into physics [16, 18–21, 25].
Subjectivity in physics, at any level becomes untenable
as it goes against the basic tenets of physics or real-
ity. Hence, the only logical conclusion that such a wave
function is only a mathematical construct and not physi-
cally realizable.

Such conundrums are not limited to CI alone, but al-
most all the interpretations are associated with some type
of ’weirdness’ [23, 24]. In addition, a good number of
the interpretations fail to keep intervention of the ob-
server and hence, the role of consciousness or subjec-
tivity at bay [25]. Even after over a century of research,
the physics world has not come to a consensus on the
exact interpretation of quantum mechanics. The most
compelling reason for the study of the interpretations of
quantum mechanics is mainly the understanding of quan-
tum mechanics itself through the resolution of its para-
doxes [25]. As a spin off, it even throws light into mod-
ern applications of quantum physics including quantum
computing [26, 27].

Among the main interpretations which attempt to re-
store the classical concept of physical reality is the Many
Worlds Interpretation (MWI) [32]. The MWI tries to
answer the contradiction between the probabilistic solu-
tion to the Schrodinger equation and the time dependent
part which is deterministic in nature in a completely dif-
ferent way. Imagine you are in possession of an atom
in which an electron is ’revolving around’ the nucleus.
Your picture is that of a continuous evolution of the elec-
tron wave function. Then, your friend serendipitously
makes a measurement and obtains an outcome with a
particular probability value for one of its states, thereby
creating new branch(es) of the world. Thus the world, as
per MWI, splits into two or more parallel universes with
each measurement!. This splitting of MWI was proposed

as a supposed alternative to the collapse of wave function
or state vector, where instead of the wave function col-
lapsing into one of the many possibilities, the measure-
ment splits the world into two or multiple worlds, with
each measurement. Each of those worlds is associated
with a ’Universal Wave function/state vector’, thus the
MWI tries to espouse a clear physical state rather than
a mere mathematical record in contrast with the Copen-
hagen Interpretation.

In addition, the CI or other ’single world interpreta-
tions’(generic term for non many world interpretaions)
[28] in the context of quantum locality fails to give
any viable explanation for quantum entanglement, while
MWI provides a potential answer to understanding quan-
tum entanglement. In single world models, quantum
non locality is suggested as one of the basic axioms of
quantum mechanics [35], but in general, the very idea
of physics is local in nature. Quantum non local entan-
glement experiments in the past were restricted to the
laboratory [9, 11–13]. The most recent ground breaking
experiment confirms quantum entanglement at a much
larger scale [36]. The assumption of transmission of sig-
nals between entangled quantum states violates special
relativity explicitly [37]. Though it is proved that such
transmissions cannot be faster than light (FTL) there is a
tension between the special theory of relativity and quan-
tum mechanics. Special relativity is local and quantum
entanglement is not. Quantum non locality may be an ev-
idence to MWI [33, 34]. Corresponding to the measure-
ment of each of the correlated pair of spins of entangled
quantum particles the universe splits into separate ones,
where each of the spins are local in their own respective
universes [33]. In this case there is no explicit contra-
diction with special relativity, which makes the MWI an
interesting case indeed.

2 MWI’s original thought
experiment: A revisit

Since we will be developing our own thought experi-
ments which are inspired by the original thought experi-
ment of Everett in Ref. [32], let us reproduce their origi-
nal thought experiment. There are quite a few modifica-
tions of the MWI [28, 29], all of them basically depend
upon this thought experiment at the very beginning of
Ref. [32].

Consider two quantum mechanics experts A and B and
A is inside the room carrying out his measurements on
a quantum mechanical state Ψ which exists as a super
position of several sub states ψi, with a total of n sub
states. On each measurement A gets a probability |ci|
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the quantum state living in one of the sub states.

Ψ =

n∑
n=1

ciψi (1)

n∑
n=1

|ci|
2 = 1 (2)

Imagine A notes his measurements and the probabili-
ties. On the other hand B who is standing outside, is in
full possession of the entire system. Entire system refers
to the room, A and his experiment. In concrete mathe-
matical sense, B is in possession of the time dependent
solution to the Schrodinger equation Ψ(t) and the wave
function evolves in time. B records its behaviour, for say
a week.

The only logical conclusion is that the total amplitude
of the complete wave function that B possesses, is the
sum of the amplitudes of the of the discrete probabilistic
measurements made by A (This part is validated if you
consider the concept of A’s sum of probabilistic ampli-
tudes Eqn.2 and B’s normalization of the wave function
which are both 1).

But, B possesses the complete wave function only un-
til the current measurement of A. When B opens the door
(dramatically) B sees that A gives a probabilistic result
|ci|

2 of Ψ being in some ψi. Thus the existence of A
is due to the ’mercy’ of B, that is if B had not opened
the door A’s result would not exist. Until B opened the
door he had a deterministic view of the wave function.
When he opened the door, the probabilistic measure-
ment of A comes into existence, thereby creating a new
world. Thus there are now two worlds, one where the
wave function is deterministic and another one where it
is probabilistic in nature.

The above thought experiment and the conclusion is
based on the physical duality already forming the ba-
sic tenet of quantum mechanics as it is existent today.
The MWI is only a manifestation of this duality. If the
above thought experiment were correct, then you and I
will not exist unless some person doing a quantum me-
chanics experiment opens his door. In physics, theories
are to be accepted only on the basis of experimental va-
lidity - or the argument that the splitting of universe must
have some observable effect on the current universe we
live in. An acceptable theory must be falsifiable [31].
Every time when a quantum experiment is carried out or
an observation is made, the universe splitting into many
and that we have never had any observational impact on
our universe when the universe splits is indeed strange.

3 The Superobserver thought
experiment

Let us modify Everett’s thought experiment. Instead of
B being outside the room, let B be inside the room it-
self. Let us consider the room having two floors. Let
B be the super observer (S) looking from above. At the
floor below, the quantum state as in Eqn.1. But instead of
just A, let us consider a large number of observers who
are making measurements . Let there be a number of
observers A1, A2..An (As) who are making observations
on the quantum system represented by Eqn.1. Each of
those observers simultaneously measure the system to be
in ψ1, ψ2..ψn with probabilities |c1|

2, |c2|
2..|cn|

2 which fol-
low initially. But, after a small amount of time t, for each
of those observers, the system will evolve in a unitary
way : ψ1(t) = ψ1e

−iE1t
~ , ψ2(t) = ψ2e

−iE2t
~ ..ψn(t) = ψne

−iEnt
~

(Where Ei represents the eigen value or observable of the
measurement). Now, for each of those observers, their
own quantum wave should represent the full picture of
the system.

But S is watching all this from above. The super
observer(as the name suggests), will observe all of the
observers below making their respective measurements.
The super observer collects the initial probabilistic mea-
surements of the observers below and thus the initial
wave function at time t=0 is as in Eqn.1. At a later
time t, S collects the wave functions ψ1(t), ψ2(t)..ψn(t),
which the observers below possess, each of which only
represent a part of the complete picture (according to S).
Which means all of them are only a part of the total wave
function Ψ(t), which have probabilities |c1|

2, |c2|
2..|cn|

2 as
in Eqn.3.

Ψ(t) =

n∑
n=1

ciψie
−iEit
~ (3)

Where Ei represents the eigenvalue or observable of
the measurement. That is at a later time t, the probability
to find the system in any one of ψ1, ψ2..ψn is going to
be |c1|

2, |c2|
2..|cn|

2. This is like the weighted sum total of
the wave functions of the observer below. If we assume
the time elapsed t, as the same for every one, for every
increase in t, As update S with the wave functions.

The results are in direct contradiction of the world
splitting as assumed by Everett. If each of the observers
in the bottom floor were to split into separate worlds ac-
cording to the MWI, then according to S, all their worlds
split right in front of his eyes. This will never happen
practically. But one more thing, S needs the time evolved
wave functions continuously from the observers below
him to construct his full wave function as in Eqn.3, thus
all those observers are very much part of his world, hence
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the world can not split even by the logic of MWI. Be-
cause if it splits S can not build his wave function, but he
does build it.

4 Composite Systems thought
experiment

In this ’gedanken’ experiment, let us closely follow the
footsteps of Everett, but let us consider a simple yet com-
posite system. This thought experiment is inspired by
problem 3.32 in Ref. [6]. Instead of following the ’Shut
up and calculate’ recipe [30] as is common in most quan-
tum mechanics text books, we will take into considera-
tion the interpretational consequence of such a system.

Let us start with A, who is inside a room and B who
is outside the room. B is in possession of the simplest
superposed wave function.

Ψ =
1
√

2
ψ1 +

1
√

2
ψ2 (4)

For B the wave function will evolve as

Ψ =
1
√

2
ψ1e

−iE1t
~ +

1
√

2
ψ2e

−iE2t
~ (5)

With a probability of 0.5 of being in either one of the
sub states. Here E1 and E2 are the eigenvalues or observ-
ables associated with the measurements.

But in the most general form a quantum mechanical
state can be expressed as a linear combination or super-
position of other states. This goes not just for Ψ in Eqn.
5 but for ψ1 and ψ2 as well, as in Equations 6 and 7

ψ1 =
3
5
φ1 +

4
5
φ2 (6)

ψ2 =
4
5
φ1 −

3
5
φ2 (7)

This same formulation can also be written as

φ1 =
3
5
ψ1 +

4
5
ψ2 (8)

φ2 =
4
5
ψ1 −

3
5
ψ2 (9)

If A were to measure ψ1 and ψ2 A will get a proba-
bility of 0.5 for either of them. For B who is standing
outside, the system evolves according to Eqn.5, where
the probabilities of being in being in either ψ1 or ψ2 as
0.5. Until now the system is very much similar to Sec. 2.

But, further considerations will show that A’s picture
is much more interesting. Let A measure for ψ1 he gets
ψ1 with a probability 0.5. Now after this measurement
the wave function is expected to live as in Eqn. 6. Now

A measures φ1 and the total probability of the system
to be in φ1 is P( φ1

ψ1
) = ( 1

2 )( 9
25 ). The system after this

measurement lives in the state φ1. Now the probability
of finding the state in ψ1 and ψ2 will be.

P(
ψ1

ψ1, φ1
) = (

1
2

)(
9
25

)(
9

25
) = 0.065 (10)

P(
ψ2

ψ1, φ1
) = (

1
2

)(
9
25

)(
16
25

) = 0.125 (11)

The probabilities measured are considerably different
from what A measured for ψ1 and ψ2 initially, before he
measured φ1. Mathematically, this is a typical case of
conditional probability. .In addition, the other probabil-
ities that can be associated with A’s measurement of ψ1
and ψ2 are P( ψ1

ψ1,φ2
), P( ψ2

ψ1,φ2
), P( ψ1

ψ2,φ1
), P( ψ2

ψ2,φ1
), P( ψ1

ψ2,φ2
)

and P( ψ2
ψ2,φ2

), depending upon the sequential order of his
choice. These probabilities are all completely oblivious
to B who is outside, all he is aware of is ψ1 and ψ2 both
at 0.5.

The implicit relation between ψ1 and ψ2 and φ1 and
φ2 is better explained by the Copenhagen interpretation
than the Many worlds interpretation. If we go by the
Many worlds interpretation when A measures φ1 after
ψ1, he will enter into a completely different world of re-
ality. Now if he again measures ψ1 he will go back to the
initial world. But now the probability associated with ψ1
is different. The Many Worlds interpretation has no an-
swer for this difference in probabilities associated with
the same wave function.

A much better narrative is given by the Copenhagen
interpretation where the measurer, the measurement or
the experimental arrangement causes the change in prob-
abilities [39]. The Many worlds interpretation thus fails
to give a consistent picture for sequential measurements.

5 Conclusions

Reductionism is the notion wherein everything in the
world when decomposed into smaller parts, the con-
stituents will follow the same laws as does the object it-
self. Reductionism has a very deep roots in physics [40].
Quantum mechanics grossly violates the principles of re-
ductionism. In every interpretation of quantum mechan-
ics there is a considerable amount of controversial weird-
ness. No matter what interpretation one takes there is
an element of subjectivity, which makes quantum me-
chanics so disturbing and intriguing at the same time.
A metaphor ’the moon exists only when you look at it’,
that can be associated with quantum mechanical mea-
surements, makes the whole subject queer.

The main problem with the copenhagen interpretation
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is the concept of observer created reality [39]. Hence,
the narrative is treated as a mere mathematical construct.
The beauty of the Many Worlds Interpretation lies in
its elegant narrative of physical duality as two different
worlds of reality. The attempt may have been to make
a physically realizable wave function, but that is replete
with logical inconsistencies, some of which we have ex-
plored in this paper.

Both the Copenhagen Interpretation and Many Worlds
interpretation fail to keep subjectivity at bay. While the
Copenhagen Interpretation gives an explanation for the
dynamic nature of the probabilities, which is poignant
in the case of sequential measurements, the Many world
Interpretation does not succeed there. As we have in-
dicated in Sec. 3, the idea of the splitting of worlds
or separation of realities is logically inconsistent. The
Copenhagen Interpretation on the other hand has a very
big role for the measurer and reality as such is an ob-
server created one. This is explained by the collapsible
wave function. So what was the state of the quantum me-
chanical system independent of any measurement?. The
Copenhagen Interpretation might not be able to answer
this question, but it remains logically consistent in many
situations.

The Many Worlds Interpretation is a bold and inge-
nious attempt to offer a view point alternative to the col-
lapsible wave function. It fails to keep subjectivity away.
We have seen in this paper, there are many logical in-
consistencies associated with the main thought experi-
ment that was proposed. Moreover it does not provide an
option of falsification in any manner, nor provides any
observational trace of the world splitting. We have ex-
plored some of the logical inconsistencies in the original
thought experiment of the Many Worlds Interpretation,
but still consider it a very elegant and bold attempt, but
one which may fail to live up to the expectations of many
of its proponents.
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